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About This Content

Original chiptune Soundtrack of Dungeon Escape created by HateBit. Contains 12 tracks / 24:40 min.

Track list:

1. HateBit - The story of your hero
2. HateBit - Deep and scary dungeon

3. HateBit - Bright morning sun
4. HateBit - Jump and crush!

5. HateBit - No way back
6. HateBit - Self-confidence

7. HateBit - I want to stay far away
8. HateBit - Lullaby for every hero
9. HateBit - The way out of trouble

10. HateBit - Dizzy
11. HateBit - Trough the rain and mist

12. HateBit - Red Cloud

Listen and enjoy!
Notice: DLC not contain the track of the trailer.
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Not bad for a bleeps-and-bloops soundtrack - and I never complain when there's some snare to go with the kick (full-blown
"techno" \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me to tears) - but no great shakes to be found here unless you like to wear big
booties in nightclubs while waving glow sticks around. It's nicely produced for non-AAA product, is a pretty reasonable length,
and entirely competent for what it is. The rest, as always, is up to personal taste.

  Me, I'm gonna file it under "indifferent", and chuck it on when I'm looking for a fairly non-specific musical mood, with
perhaps a slight leaning towards the "perkier" side of things. It's not joyful enough to keep the razor blades at bay, though, and
I'd frankly rather snuff myself to something classy like The Cure's "Disintegration" or Joy Division's "Closer". I'd be kinda
embarrassed to be found dead in my apartment with THIS on heavy rotation.

Verdict: 6.5\/10.. Idk but it's not working :(. C:> Program files(x86)> Steam> Steamapps> common> Dungeon Escape>
Soundtrack>

The only good part about the game, well done, Hatebit.
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